Failure to photograph November 28th TLP
-

Robert O’Connell and Anthony Cook
In ‘Revisiting The 1963 Aristarchus Events’1, we describe and briefly address James Greenacre’s
repeated but ultimately unsuccessful attempts to photographically record the November 28, 1963 UT
reddish transient lunar phenomena (TLP) with the 24-inch Clark refractor. In this web-based
supplement, we examine more closely possible reasons for that failure. This supplement available for
download at www.the1963aristarchusevents.com

The Clark objective lens “color curve” is corrected
between 5,000 and 6,200 Å in the visual region of the
spectrum6 while the film used was most sensitive at ~7,000 Å
(See Figure 1). Hall’s referenced “loss of focus” for these
reddish-orange phenomena on far red-sensitive film would be
expected as Greenacre focused the image through the 70 mm
Hulcher Sequence Camera7 on a finely ground glass screen in
the shorter visual green-yellow spectral range. Greenacre’s
first burst of photography was taken at 01:06 UT when “. . .
the color seemed to be at peak intensity” (lunar altitude ~32º)
with additional intermittent bursts of photography made
during a three-hour period lasting well after the phenomena
had visually faded from sight.8 It is not known what, if any,
filter or correcting lens was used in conjunction with the
Hulcher camera and so optical chromatic aberrations may also
have contributed image contrast-reducing effects along with
atmospheric turbulence which is present even under
“excellent” seeing conditions.9
Greenacre had earlier realized soon after his missed
opportunity to photograph the phenomena on night 1, October
30th, the desirability of having color film available in the Clark
dome: “To insure that future phenomena with unusual color is
recorded on film we will have negative color film handy to the
camera for quick load. The policy now is to shoot first and
worry about its reality later.”10 Unfortunately color film had
not been stored in the Clark dome in time to capture the
November 28th TLP. Greenacre reported after the TLP episode
on night 2 that observers were now better prepared as color
film was not only ready at the Clark, but also at the recently
installed 20-inch, f/16 Tinsley (Morgan) apochromatic triplet
refractor.11 This now gave observers the capability of taking “.
. . high resolution photography in color.”12 However, color
phenomena were never again seen at Lowell.
The U.S. Air Force final report on the events published in
May 1964 supported Hall’s earlier speculations to Urey:
“Experiments with color film made by the Observation Section
indicate that any future color phenomena can be
photographed although there is no evidence that black and

Introduction
In his paper, ‘The 1963 Aristarchus Events’2, James C.
Greenacre described his repeated attempts to photographically
record the November 28, 1963 UT reddish TLP and reported
these efforts had failed: “All of the film taken was developed
on 28 November 1963. Time and temperatures were carefully
controlled. Later prints were made using the same exposure
and developing times for all frames printed. A careful study of
the film and prints indicated that the phenomena had not been
recorded on film. Several sets of densitometer tracings were
made, but they failed to produce conclusive evidence of what
we had seen in the eyepiece of the 24-inch refractor.”3 Shortly
after this episode, Lowell Observatory director John S. Hall
speculated in correspondence to American chemist Harold C.
Urey on possible reasons the film failed to record the TLP.

Hall-Urey Correspondence
Hall wrote to Urey in a letter dated December 6, 1963: “The
film showed nothing unusual to the eye. It was Panatomic X
and therefore, its sensitivity drops rather rapidly at H Alpha.
[William] Cannell made some micro-densitometer tracings of
the region but did not have anywhere near the proper gain
settings for the sensitive area. More are being planned after
linear fiducial lines have been scratched on the films. The
seeing was excellent for most of the period involved in these
comparisons.”4
In a follow-up letter a month later dated January 7th Hall
informed Urey the USAF microdensitometer scan results were
also “. . . unfortunately, entirely negative” noting “. . . had a
change as great as 20% been recorded on the films in this
(TLP) area it should have been detected.” He noted again the
film “. . . sensitivity decreases quite rapidly in the H Alpha
region . . .” adding “. . . this fact combined with the loss of
focus due to the color curve of the lens may have had
something to do with this negative result.”5
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white film will respond sufficiently to the color to produce a
discernible contrast.”13

longer wavelengths than the eye. We believe that the blackand-white film, by virtue of this red sensitivity, probably
compensated for the relatively decreased integrated visual
brightness of the spots, rendering the spots undetectable.”
We contacted Eastman Kodak Company requesting
additional information on this film but unfortunately it was
unable to “. . . find any data on SO-136.” (Personal
communication, Jack W. Shevlin, WW FPEG Aerial &
Industrial Markets, June 6, 2011). According to various web
sources, in 1963 SO 136 was an experimental “fine-grain
slow” 7 mill film with anti-halation backing to prevent
reflected light from causing halo-like effects around bright
points. On November 28th Greenacre used the 70 mm format

Film Spectral Sensitivity
In 1968, now retired astronomer Dr. Daniel H. Harris
corresponded with Greenacre in researching the paper he and
W. K. Hartman were writing on these two TLP episodes.14
Greenacre identified for Harris the film used on November
28th as black-and-white S0 136 Kodak Panatomic-X.15 In
2011, Dr. Harris allowed the authors to copy his research file
on these events including his plot of SO 136 spectral
sensitivity. (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. Linear relative spectral sensitivity of SO 136 film by wavelength in nm plotted by Daniel H. Harris in 1968. Harris referenced the
Kodak product information sheet for the 35 mm roll of SO 136 film and converted its log sensitivity scale to a linear scale for this plot.
(Personal communication 2013). Color spectral overlay and labels added by the authors. Note the relative decrease of this film’s spectral
sensitivity centered close to Hall’s referenced H-alpha line with a wavelength of 656.28 nm. This less sensitive region of the SO 136 film
corresponds roughly to Greenacre’s reported visual “reddish-orange cast” of the brightest TLP, R4a (See Figure 2). Image © 2013 R.
O’Connell & A. Cook.

of this film in a Hulcher Sequence Camera taking bursts “. . .
at slow cine speeds of five frames per second . . . intermixed
with short time exposures of one-half and one second.”16

Based on their analysis, Hartman and Harris echoed what
Hall suspected and the USAF concluded four years earlier:
“The film used, SO 136 (Greenacre, 1968), is sensitive to the
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“Intensities of the red glows”
An additional issue which may have prevented recording the
phenomena was their apparent “deficit” of brightness.
Greenacre reported to Harris in 1968: “The intensities of the
red glows varied during the observing time but in general
would be less than the background solar (brightest)
illuminated surface.”17 The brightness deficit of the largest
TLP in November, R4-R4a, was reported by Greenacre (on
average) as 15% fainter than the “brightest areas of the
background”.18 (See Figures 2 and 3). It is interesting to note
this reported brightness deficit given Hall’s estimate to Urey
that a 20% minimum contrast difference was probably
necessary for the film to have recorded the phenomena.

Figure 3. Similar illumination view of the Aristarchus area as it
would have appeared to the Lowell observers on 1963 Nov 28 at
01:14 UT when the reddish phenomena were seen. North to upper
right. This repeat illumination image was taken by Brendan Shaw on
2012 Jan 05, 20:20−20:23 UT and is uncorrected for libration.

explain why such features have not been previously observed
more often. A much more intensive effort will be made to get
better data at the next lunation. We hope something
happens.”20 Greenacre also addressed the brightness issue in
May 1964 when he estimated for (Sir) Patrick Moore21 that a
16-inch refractor or a 20-inch reflector would be the minimum
aperture required to visually detect these types of
phenomena.22
Figure 2. Cropped portion of airbrushed chart identifying the TLP
R4, R4a and R5 TLP observed on 1963 November 30th UT. IAU
directions -- North to upper right. This rendition was produced by
ACIC scientific illustrator Patricia M. Bridges with ‘a great deal of
input from Jim Greenacre and Ed Barr.’ (personal communication
2010). Labels and arrows added by the authors for refereence in
paper. Note solar illumination here is somewhat highter than that
experienced by the observers on this night. Image published in
‘Lunar Color Phenomena: Technical Report No. 12’, USAF
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, St Louis, MO, 1964
May. The full, uncropped image appears in our JBAA paper and on
the paper’s website.

Film and Prints
The final disposition of the November 28th film and prints is
unknown and they may have been destroyed in the 1980s by
the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency (into which the
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center was absorbed in
1972) due to Reagan Administration budget cuts for federal
agencies which required purging its files of “everything”
associated with the Apollo lunar mapping program.23 If these
films and prints still exist, it would be interesting to use
modern digital analysis methods to reexamine them for any
hints of the TLP. The authors would be interested in gaining
access to the film negatives and/or prints and can be contacted
at the email or mailing addresses listed below.

It is also of interest to note the smallest and faintest TLP,
R5, was only seen by Hall and Fred Dungan as Greenacre and
Edward Barr were unable to make positive visual
identification of this spot.19 (See Figure 2). Hall noted in
correspondence to Urey that “When the phenomena [R4-R4a]
was most pronounced Greenacre made several attempts to see
it in the 12-inch refractor, but failed to do so. This may
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Conclusion
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Lowell Observer, (2004), p. 8.
http://ftp.lowell.edu/friends/content/observer/04winter.pdf (Accessed 201306-28).
12 Greenacre 1965, op. cit., ref 2, p. 815.
13 USAF, 'Lunar Color Phenomena: Technical Report No. 12', Virginia:
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15 Greenacre, J. C. to Harris, D. H., (9 Jul 1968), J. C. Greenacre
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16 Greenacre 1965, op. cit., ref 2, p. 814.
17 Greenacre 1968, op. cit., ref 14.
18 Hartmann 1968, op. cit., ref 14, p. 162. Hartmann and Harris refer to this
TLP as “area number 4”. We chose in our paper to delineate two separate
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brightened some time after R4 appeared and became more intense that R4.
19 Greenacre 1965, op. cit., ref 2, p. 814.
20 Hall J. S. letter to Urey H. C., (1963 Dec 6), Lowell Observatory Archives.
A subsequent coordinated effort among several observatories in June 1964
failed to detect or photographically record TLP in the Aristarchus region
under similar repeat solar illumination and lunar perigean orbital conditions.
See for example: Associated Press, ‘Big Week for Moon Watchers’, Pacific
Stars and Stripes, (1964 Dec. 03), p. 2; Associated Press (AP), ‘Moon
Gazers Fail To See Red Spots’, Tucson Daily Citizen, (1964 June 05), p. 6;
United Press International (UPI), ‘Moon's Red Spots Prove Too Elusive’,
Tucson Daily Citizen, (1964 Jun 06), p. 23.
21 In 2001, Patrick Moore was knighted for "services to the popularization of
science and to broadcasting." From Wikipedia` at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Moore (Accessed 2013-06-29).
22 Greenacre 1965, op. cit., ref 2, p. 816.
23 See Inge, J. L. interview transcript in Schaber, G. G. (2005), ’USGS
Open-File Report 2005-1190 Appendix’, p. 142. Accessible at:
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2005/1190/of2005-1190_appendix_a.pdf (Accessed
2013-06-28).

Although the seeing was mostly “excellent” during the
photographic attempts through the Clark, it seems reasonable
to assume some combination of issues raised above prevented
recording the phenomena on film.
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